Blood flow can signal during angiogenesis not only through mechanotransduction, but also by affecting growth factor distribution.
Growth factors, such as VEGF, promote the sprouting of new blood vessels. Growth factors are generally produced far from the endothelium, and the transport of these proteins is often assumed to occur through diffusion. When sprouting occurs in a perfused vascular bed, however, interstitial flow is present that can modify protein transport. We recently developed a technique to analyze flow dynamics and vascular remodeling simultaneously in avian embryos. In this study, we extend our technique to model interstitial flow through the porous matrix of the mesenchymal tissue and use this to investigate how flow in the blood vessels affects the distribution of growth factors in the mesenchyme, using VEGF as a prototypical angiogenic molecule. We find that flow controls sprouting location and elongation, both through the direct action of mechanical force and through indirect effects on growth factor distribution. Most importantly, we find that the distribution of VEGF is regulated by interstitial flow, and the effect of diffusion of VEGF is negligible.